Abstract Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is a painful and debilitating condition that is associated with mechanical loading of the knee joint. Numerous conservative treatment strategies have been developed to delay time to total joint replacement. Unloader braces are commonly prescribed for medial unicompartmental KOA, however their evidence of efficacy is inconclusive and limited by user compliance. Typical commercial braces transfer load from the medial knee compartment to the lateral knee compartment by applying a continuous brace abduction moment (BAM). We propose that brace utilization and effectiveness could be improved with a robotic device that intelligently modulates BAM in real time over the course of a step, day, and year to better protect the knee joint, improve pain relief, and increase comfort. To this end, we developed a robotic unloader knee brace ABLE (active brace for laboratory exploration) to flexibly emulate and explore different active and passive brace behaviors that may be more efficacious than traditional braces. The system is capable of modulating BAM within each step per researcher defined unloading profiles. ABLE was realized as a lightweight orthosis driven by an offboard system containing a servo motor, drive, real-time controller, and host PC. Frequency response and intra-step trajectory tracking during level-ground walking were evaluated in a single healthy human subject test to verify system performance. The system tracked BAM vs percent gait cycle trajectories with a root mean square error of 0.18 to 0.58 Nm for conditions varying in walking speed, 85-115% nominal, and trajectory peak BAM, 2.7 to 8.1 Nm. Biomechanical and subjective outcomes will be evaluated next for KOA patients to investigate how novel robotic brace operation affects pain relief, comfort, and KOA progression.
The economic burden of KOA is significant. Surgical procedures contribute the greatest cost to KOA treatment [6] . In 2011 Medicare reimbursed $3.5 billion for total knee arthroplasty, the largest expenditure for a single procedure. The estimated cost for primary TKA is $20,700 and revision TKA is $24,500 per procedure [7] . These costs coupled with population aging, rising KOA prevalence, and the volume of surgical procedures yield a significant economic burden. Improved early conservative KOA interventions could mitigate this trend.
Unloader knee braces ( Fig. 1 ) are commonly prescribed to reduce joint loading and manage pain [8] . These braces generate a brace abduction moment (BAM) to counteract the knee adduction moment (KAM) to decrease medial compartment loading. However, evidence of brace efficacy is inconclusive and limited by user compliance [9] , [10] .
Existing unloader braces are simple, passive devices with numerous shortcomings. For example, these braces apply the 4".& 3&("3%-&44 0' 5)& 64&3A4 "$5*7*5: & ( 4*55*/( standing, fast or slow walking). Passive braces cannot adapt to situations where the BAM is too low or too high for a given activity. Brace slippage and strap loosening can result in %&$3&"4&% 5)"5 %0&4/A5 1305&$5 5)& ,/&& )&4& '"$5034 may affect brace efficacy and lead to poor user compliance.
The purpose of this study was to develop a tool for investigating active unloader brace operation and novel KOA treatment strategies in a laboratory environment. Several onboard and offboard actuated investigational devices have been developed for controlling torques at the knee and ankle in the sagittal plane [11]= [14] . This work is novel in its clinical application and focus on frontal plane actuation. A lightweight wearable knee brace and off-board actuation system were developed, and its performance evaluated for various unloading conditions. System design and evaluation is presented, followed by preliminary human subject testing to verify performance.
II. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

A. System Definition
We propose that improved KOA intervention exists in a large multidimensional space of brace design and BAM modulation pattern. ABLE (active brace for laboratory exploration) was developed to explore that space. It is intended to modulate medial knee compartment load during walking gait per flexible, user defined inputs. To this end, engineering specifications (Table 1) were derived from assumed biomechanical requirements for modulating medial knee compartment load. Their derivation is summarized below.
Peak BAMs of 0.04 to 0.065 Nm/kg have been reported for passive commercial braces in previous studies [15] , [16] . Assuming 100 kg user mass yields peak BAM requirements of up to 6.5 Nm. To our knowledge, no model for nor rule of thumb exists for a quantitative selection of BAM magnitude. In real-world daily use, braces are set by patients based on internal subjective measures such as relief, pain, and comfort. A peak BAM of 7 Nm was selected as a conservative specification to encompass the potential range of patient selected unloading levels.
BAM rise and bandwidth requirements are defined for BAM modulation (trajectory tracking control) functionality. BAM rise is the rate of BAM change from minimum to peak. It was specified with a stride frequency of 1 Hz and rise of 6 Nm (7 Nm peak minus 1 Nm) over 15% of gait, yielding a BAM rate of change of 40 Nm/s at the knee brace. A 1.0 minimum BAM is assumed for adequate brace operation. For bandwidth specification: during steady state walking, 99.7% power of toe and heel trajectory signals is contained below 6 Hz, where toe and heel trajectories exhibit the highest harmonics [17] . Bandwidth was conservatively set to 10 Hz to control the additional dynamics we introduce when modulating BAM at higher rates than gait trajectories.
The system was realized as a knee brace coupled via a Bowden cable to an off-board actuation system, where a Bowden cable is a tendon-sheath system with rope (tendon) routed through flexible housing (sheath) that transmits load from the motor to the knee brace. This separation of wearable and actuation components is intended to maximize knee brace biomechanical transparency and lower development barriers to the scientific evaluation of active bracing in KOA. The overdesign of actuation components, where a large servo motor and real-time controller provide excess mechanical and computational power, simplifies knee brace, actuation, and control development. The selected major system components are summarized in Table 2 ; their development is detailed in subsequent sections.
B. Knee Brace Design
An off-the-shelf (OTS) knee brace was modified with a custom mechanism to allow for BAM modulation via a Bowden cable. The OTS brace operates using the components and three-point bending configuration summarized in Fig. 1 . In typical commercial braces load modifying settings are fixed during gait; ABLE allows for continuous, dynamic translation of the condyle pad via a custom mechanism.
A custom mechanism that translates Bowden cable force into condyle pad motion was designed and fit to a modified OTS brace (Fig. 2) . The Ottobock Agilum Reactive brace was selected for sizing and material: it is designed as a one-sizefits-all device, and the majority of the structure is machinable. BAM modulation functionality is achieved through two primary components in the mechanism: a stationary shaft grounded to the polycentric knee joint of the brace, and a housing which slides along the shaft to which the condyle pad is affixed. The Bowden sheath terminates at the housing, and tendon at the shaft, to yield the desired relative motion between the brace structure and condyle pad. A load cell is incorporated between the tendon and shaft to directly measure force transmitted to the participant and compute the resulting BAM (1). BAM is computed with the force measured at the load cell , the total knee brace length , and the length from the lower strap to the condyle pad center . The relationship is derived from a simply supported beam ( Fig. 1 ) with a single point load .
C. Off-board System Design
A servo motor generates Bowden cable force through a custom motor transmission. The motor is controlled by a realtime controller (National Instruments cRIO) and drive (Kollmorgen AKD). The controller performs sensor input/output, high-level control, and custom real-time tasks, while the drive manages low-level motor control. A host computer connected to the controller performs non-time critical tasks such as data logging, user interface, and system management. The system is housed in a custom cart constructed from t-slotted framing components (Fig. 3) .
A motor was selected based on simulation of a simplified dynamical model of the knee brace and motor. Worst case conditions of performance specifications in Table 1 were used. A transmission was designed to translate rotary motor into linear cable motion.
III. CONTROL LAW DESIGN
The control law (Fig. 4 ) was designed to track a BAM profile over percent gait cycle (%GC). Its architecture is described in the order of real-time execution: §A. Trajectory Generation, §B. Percent Gait Cycle Estimation, §C. Compensation. Trajectory generation is performed at system start, while the subsequent steps are executed every control loop iteration at 200 Hz. Initial development was performed on a benchtop system prior to human subject testing.
A. Trajectory Generation
The BAM vs %GC trajectory ( Fig. 5 ) is parameterized as four sections: rise from minimum to peak BAM, hold at peak BAM, fall to minimum BAM, hold at minimum BAM. The rise is intended to coincide with KAM increase following heel strike and fall with the start of swing phase. It is the final section, hold at minimum BAM, that differentiates the unloading behavior of ABLE from a typical passive brace, where a passive brace maintains a consistent BAM throughout stance and swing. In use, a smooth trajectory is found online analytically per user input parameters of minimum BAM, peak BAM, and %GC transition points, then discretized at a desired sampling rate. This trajectory serves as a starting point for system development; trajectory generation is designed as a modular software component to ease investigation of novel unloading schemes.
A trajectory defined minimum BAM value is essential for stable performance given the physical system embodiment. The Bowden cable can only load the knee brace in tension, meaning it can only drive system load in the positive direction; dynamics in the negative direction are governed by passive brace compliance. It follows that when relaxed, the system is dominated by nonlinear behavior, which would lead to undesirable control performance, i.e. when the system is not in tension, the system output (BAM) is poorly correlated with the input (motor motion). 
B. Percent Gait Cycle Estimation
The reference BAM trajectory is defined on a periodic basis of %GC. An algorithm was designed to estimate %GC in real-time from vertical ground reaction force (GRF) measurements of the ipsilateral limb. The start of the gait cycle is defined by heel strike, obtained from a threshold on the vertical GRF. At heel strike a high-resolution counter increments in time and is reset at the following heel strike, giving a time duration measure of each gait cycle. The gait cycle duration is parameterized by a Gaussian and estimated using a plain Kalman Filter. The %GC is computed as
where is the percent of the current gait cycle, is the time elapsed from the previous heel strike, and is the mean gait duration estimated using a Kalman filter.
As the system is initially intended for steady state walking on an instrumented treadmill, vertical GRF data was obtained from readily available force plate measurements. To mitigate false heel strike detections, the following constraint is evaluated at each event.
" "
where is the estimated gait duration standard deviation updated using the Kalman filter. The event is discarded if the condition is not met.
For this KOA unloading application, accurate estimation is most critical as the ipsilateral knee is loaded following heel strike, i.e. for the building of brace load to align with that of the knee. The algorithm design is biased to robustly detect heel strike events, and thus align the increase in BAM with increase in KAM of the braced limb.
C. Compensation
The control law is a two degree of freedom system with feedforward and feedback compensation paths [18] . This design decouples the trajectory tracking problem into trajectory (feedforward) and error (feedback) tracking. A scalar gain is used in the feedforward path and proportionalintegral controller in the feedback path. The scalar feedforward gain was implemented due to the linear relationship between motor position change and BAM change found during benchtop testing. Control inputs are computed as motor velocity commands, the input to the feedforward gain is a change in BAM, and the output a change in motor position.
IV. METHODS: HUMAN SUBJECT TESTING
One healthy male subject, BMI 22, was recruited for this IRB approved study at the VA Puget Sound Health Care System. Following knee brace fitment by a certified orthotist, eleven conditions varying in input type, walking speed, and peak BAM were tested (Table 3) to compare actual system Figure 4 . Simplified control law design and distributed system implementation. Following initial trajectory XT generation, the current %GC is estimated and reference BAM values, passed to each compensator path: the d&4*3&% $)"/(& %Bd "/% %&4*3&% Bd to the feedforward and feedback compensators, respectively. The feedforward control input VFF is computed as the product of desired BAM change and feedforward gain KFF. The feedback control input VFB is computed from the error e #&58&&/ %&4*3&% "/% ,/&& #3"$& Bkb using a proportional-integral compensator PI. The motor drive, running a cascaded proportional-integral-derivative loop, tracks input desired velocity Vd from encoder measurement Pe a/% 0651654 .0503 50326& Bm.
Sensor calibration constants are modeled as gains Ke, Kkb, and Kgr, for the motor encoder, knee brace load cell, and treadmill ground reaction force plate, respectively. Figure 5 . Example computed BAM trajectory with 0-15% gait cycle rise to 8 Nm peak BAM and 60 to 75% fall to 1 Nm minimum BAM. The average KAM is shown for a 100 kg healthy adult during level ground treadmill walking [19] . BAM is intended to reduce the KAM acting on the internal medial compartment, where BAM and KAM act in opposite directions: BAM in abduction, and KAM in adduction.
performance to target design specifications (Table 1) , and to evaluate trajectory tracking performance.
Condition one was evaluated to verify system bandwidth performance. Conditions two and three were evaluated to verify peak BAM and BAM rise performance. The remaining conditions were tested to observe the effects of walking speed, peak BAM, and gait kinematics on trajectory tracking performance. For all conditions, input-output data were recorded at 200 Hz and outputs filtered using a zero lag 4th-order low-pass Butterworth filter with 20 Hz cutoff frequency.
A. Bandwidth Performance Evaluation
System bandwidth (condition one) was evaluated by comparing inputs of sinusoidal motor position, measured at the shaft by the motor encoder, to BAM outputs, measured at the knee brace by the load cell. The testing was performed in the configuration of Fig. 6 on a stationary human subject to capture soft tissue dynamics.
Discrete sine frequencies of 1-12 Hz were evaluated with three repetitions per frequency. Bandwidth was defined as -3 dB roll off from the magnitude at the minimum tested 1 Hz frequency. Input amplitudes were adjusted to oscillate between 20 and 80% of a tolerable unloading level selected by the participant. The participant was instructed to bias weight toward the braced leg to better emulate soft tissue properties during single leg stance -the gait phase during which peak knee brace loading will occur.
The frequency response was extracted from the time domain signal using a fast Fourier transform to determine the magnitude and phase difference between motor position input and BAM output. The resulting magnitude and phase of the three trials were averaged at each discrete frequency.
B. Peak BAM and BAM Rise Performance Evaluation
Knee brace peak BAM and BAM rise were evaluated in conditions two and three, respectively. In condition two, a trajectory input with peak BAM of 8.1 Nm was used to challenge the system. Walking speed was increased in condition three to increase the torque rate of change required to carry out the trajectory. BAM rise was computed as the maximum of peak BAM minus minimum BAM, divided by rise time (occurring during 0-15 %GC) over all recorded steps.
Nominal walking speed was selected by the participant on an instrumented treadmill, and all walking speeds were adjusted from nominal. The following trajectory parameters were held constant across all trajectory tracking trials: BAM rise to peak transition from 0 to 15 %GC, fall to minimum BAM transition from 60 to 75 %GC, and minimum BAM at 1.0 Nm.
C. Trajectory Tracking Evaluation
Trajectory tracking was evaluated for trajectories with 2.7-8.1 Nm peak BAM at 100 ± 15% patient selected walking speed (%WS) in conditions two through ten. RMS error was computed for each trajectory tracking condition.
Conditions five, seven, and eleven were compared to characterize the effect of gait kinematics and soft tissue displacement due to muscle and leg volume changes during walking. Comparing tracking performance between standing (condition five) and walking (condition seven) will characterize the effect of the walking disturbance on tracking performance. Evaluating changes in BAM when a constant motor position is maintained will indicate whether kinematics and leg volume changes alone affect the BAM. Taken together, these tests will inform us as to how much disturbance the controller is rejecting do to leg motion and leg volume changes.
During the stationary condition, the subject was instructed to bias weight toward the braced leg to better emulate soft tissue properties during single leg stance, and a 1 Hz gait cycle was emulated on the real-time controller with 60/40% ratio of stance to swing phase. In the constant motor position condition, the motor position was adjusted to yield knee brace BAM that encompassed a 4.1 Nm peak BAM. Thirty to sixty steps were recorded for five conditions, and ten to thirty for the remaining five. These sample size categories are noted with results.
V. RESULTS
ABLE was designed, developed, and tested on one healthy human participant. The system tracked a BAM trajectory over each gait cycle for a range of walking speeds and peak BAM magnitudes. Results of individual tests are detailed below. No system failures (mechanical, electrical, nor software) were observed during human subject testing.
A. Bandwidth Performance Evaluation
Frequency magnitude and phase are shown for the sampled motor position input BAM output pair in the Bode plot in Fig. 7 . Magnitude ranged from 51.6 to 52.5 dB and phase from -6 to 0 degrees for the tested 1 to 12 Hz input frequency range. The minimum magnitude was observed at 1 Hz, and the minimum phase at 12 Hz.
B. Peak BAM and BAM Rise Performance Evaluation
A Peak BAM of 8.7 Nm was observed in condition two. A maximum BAM rise of 37 Nm/s was observed in condition three from 0-15 %GC. Condition three tracking results are shown in Fig. 8 .
C. Trajectory Tracking Evaluation
Trajectory tracking results varied with walking speed and peak BAM magnitude. RMS error ranged from 0.18 to 0.58 Nm, with minimum observed at 100 %WS 4.1 Nm peak BAM (condition 7), and maximum at 115 %WS 8.1 Nm peak BAM (condition 3). The RMS error is listed for all trajectory tracking conditions in Table 4 .
The contribution of gait kinematics to tracking performance (comparison of conditions five, seven, and eleven) is shown in Fig. 9 . For the constant motor position condition (no trajectory tracking), the average BAM ranged from 3.0 to 5.3 Nm. Compared to the walking condition, less BAM variation was observed for the stationary condition. During peak BAM (4.1 Nm desired for 15 to 60% gait cycle), the BAM range was 3.8 to 4.1 Nm for the stationary condition, and 3.6 to 4.2 Nm for the walking condition. Likewise, standard deviations ranged from 0.03 to 0.07 Nm and 0.09 to 0.27 Nm for stationary and walking conditions, respectively.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Bandwidth Performance Evaluation
Both the magnitude and phase response are relatively flat, indicating a zero-order relationship between motor position input and BAM output within the evaluated 1-12 Hz region. As -3 dB roll off was not observed, the system bandwidth is not known, but is greater than the 10 Hz design specification.
The magnitude reflects the sensitivity of BAM to motor position, where ~50dB corresponds to 400 Nm/rev. The gain amplifies motor positioning error. This relationship can be modified by the sheave (of the motor transmission) diameter: a decrease in sheave diameter theoretically yields a proportional decrease in gain. Considering that the range of speeds and BAMs required to carry out the trajectory are low relative to motor capability, the diameter could be minimized to mitigate motor positioning error effects on BAM output.
B. Peak BAM and BAM Rise Performance Evaluation
The BAM rise specification was not met due to a relatively high minimum BAM at 0 %GC, 1.8 Nm average compared to 1.0 Nm target. The offset could be attributed to an interaction #&58&&/ 5)& 1"35*$*1"/5A4 /"563"-("*5 ,*/&."5*$4 "/% #3"$& unloading mechanism design. Participant kinematics drive load positively from 80-100 %GC (Fig. 9 ), which coincides with the rise in minimum BAM from 80-100 %GC in condition 3. As the brace cannot drive BAM in the negative direction, participant gait kinematics may dominate brace behavior near the minimum load state. Considering this observation, and that the motor torque-speed limits were not nearly saturated in condition 3, it is expected that the system is capable of meeting the BAM rise specification.
C. Trajectory tracking evaluation
Results in Fig. 9 show the contribution of gait kinematics to BAM loading. Comparing stationary and walking trajectory tracking conditions (five and seven), less variation in the BAM average and standard deviation was observed across the trajectory. Comparing the constant motor position to trajectory tracking walking conditions (seven and eleven), gait kinematics inject frontal plane disturbances, however they directionally drive load in the desired direction: BAM increases from 0-20% and decreases after 60% gait for the constant position condition. Modeling these dynamics could provide tracking and actuation performance benefits. The userAs natural loading could be harnessed to reduce the actuation demands on an active brace, where a design could be optimized to mitigate energy consumption, actuator size, or accomplish the desired loading with passive, unpowered elements. This could be evaluated with an initial constant motor position phase where the periodic dynamics of the user are learned and incorporated into the feedforward scheme prior to trajectory tracking.
RMS error scaled with peak BAM, where error increased as peak BAM increased across conditions. Tracking performance was poorest at the transition from decreasing to minimum BAM. As the motor cannot actively drive load in the negative direction, load reduction is governed by passive system compliance, namely the knee brace structure and human soft tissue. It follows that knee brace dynamics may be slowest near the minimum load state, i.e. as the knee brace relaxes from its loaded (peak BAM) state, it may be decelerating near the minimum load state. This could be mitigated by incorporating an energy storage mechanism that stores energy as the knee brace is loaded, and releases it near the minimum load state, e.g. with a spring and cam.
It is essential that tracking errors and engineering performance shortcomings are cast into a biomechanical domain, and their significance considered from a clinical perspective, e.g. the observed, less aggressive transition from maximum to minimum BAM could be desirable from a user comfort perspective. As such, the next development step is to evaluate how ABLE operation affects biomechanical and subjective measures on KOA patients.
VII. CONCLUSION
ABLE was developed to modulate BAM loading within the gait cycle. Its performance was evaluated under steady state walking conditions and is considered adequate for the subsequent investigation of conservative medial KOA treatment strategies. 
